
 

  

 

GRAND MASTER Pounda 0432 031 588  RELIGIOUS ADVISER Chunda 0403 246 872 

ASSISTANT RA Cheesecake 0432 386 147 HASH HABERDASH Kuntry Gal 0402 093  654 

HASH CASH Boxy 0448 841 912 HASH TRASH Semen Stains 0412 276 625 

HARE RAISER Smooth Ride 0422 805 565 HASH ELDER To & From 0409 765 162 

HASH BOOZE FIGJAM 0408 993 099 SONG MISTRESS Flower 0408 706 641 

Your committee are located throughout the northern suburbs from Bribie Island to Windsor and many 

suburbs in-between.  We are more than happy to take delivery of, or collect, the plates and cutlery if the 

holder can’t make it to the next run.   

 

The Hare emailed GPS coordinates for this week’s run and promised virgin territory, is there really such a thing in 
Northgate? 28 hopeful Hashers turned up but no virgins were found – although the classic virgin destroyer, the 
Sandman, was on a fitting pedestal for all to admire and wax lyrically about purple velour interiors, late night 
parking, getting the girl home before her father woke up in the morning.  Memories of a time when the Harrietts 
were willing and the Hashers were able. 
 
When all had availed themselves of the tradies toilet in the back corner of the shed, and drank half the esky dry 
the Hare Fig Jam called the crowd to the footpath.  Fig Jam muttered something about the rain washing away the 
trail, toilet paper and blah blah and we set off.  Fig Jam must have used up all his chalk when setting the Runner’s 
Trail, the Walkers only got the leftovers. But it didn’t matter, the Walk was so short that they barely lost sight of 
the shed so almost none were very lost and most were back by 7pm.  The Run was a decent length with a fine bit 
of bush, as rightly expected of Fig Jam. The run was mostly well marked except where it wasn’t marked at all - but 
the beer was cold again this week! Champion. 
 

It is a truth universally acknowledged that the hash trash never lies. What you are about to read either has happened, 

is happening now, or will happen at some time in the future. Or nearly, anyway. 

BRISBANE NORTHSIDE 

HASH HOUSE HARRIERS 

Website: www.bnh3.yolasite.com 
Email: brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com 

HASH TRASH 

Classic curves, smooth lines, the promise of a thrilling ride, reminded us all of our youth…  

and that was just the cars! 

RUN NO: 2027  DATE: 15/05/2017  HARE: Fig Jam  LOCATION: A shed near some virgins in Northgate 

http://www.bnh3.yolasite.com/
mailto:brisbanenorthsidehhh@hotmail.com


GM Pounda called the circle and summoned the Hare Fig Jam.  Before any scores were awarded, RA Chunda 
reminded the gathering that last week, at Flower’s Run, he gave Fig Jam a challenge to beat the run and beat the 
grub.  He was awarded one point because he’s a damn fine Boozemaster.  However… 
-1 point: the rice had to be thrown out and more cooked by Beet-a-Root 
-2 points: not enough regroups to keep the fast and slow runners together 
  
The Run Report as told by Thunderbox: 
Started really well with some bush but then was boring running in a straight line through industrial sheds. 
(It should be noted that Thunderbox was suffering from shagger’s back, something about picking up twins, so he 
was not in the best of moods.) 
Score: -5 points/10,000,000 
 
The Walk Report as told by Flower: 
It was very nice but a little bit short. 
Score: -6/10,000,000 
 
The Security Report as told by Mammary Stick: 
It was very short – which is how she likes it. 
Score: Still -6/10,000,000 
 
The Letter-Block Report as told by Beat-a-Root: 
It was very refreshing, one point. 
Score: -5/10,000,000 
“Shitty trail…” 
 

 

HASH RELIGIOUS ARTICLES 
Large Appendage: Cousin It is rumoured to still be in possession, SIR BOXY will contact Cousin It to see if he can still 
walk and return it to the circle. 
 
Pickpocket was charged as Cousin It’s proxy because Ten Fingers isn’t here to take it. 
And because Pickpocket is a Manly supporter, Thunderbox very kindly gave him a packet of Manly stickers,  
from the 50 cents bargain bin at Coles. 
“He’s the meanest…” 
 
Small Appendage: Sherbet awarded it to Too and From not a charge from the run, but because he gave everyone a 
hard time for not going to Bike Hash because it was Mother’s Day – then he didn’t show either!   
“It isn’t long and it isn’t thick…” 
 
Scrubber Shirt: Flasher previously awarded it to Scrubber – not present   
It will truly stink by now and he will have to wear it at Hash, but after the goats in Tassie that won’t bother him.  
 
Brush (Vagina): Pickpocket previously awarded it to Scrubber – not present. GM Pounda has spoken to Scrubber 
and he has a job cooking at the Geebung RSL, which is now off the list for Hash venues. He wants to get off on 
Mondays and apparently that’s up to his boss.  
 
CHARGES:  
 
Sir Boxy charged Fidel for spilling beer on the runsheet.   
“He ought to be publicly pissed on….” 
 
Fakarwee charged Fig Jam for losing his horn at the 21st birthday run for Beachmere Occassional… it’s since been to 
Bundaberg Hash, Gladstone Hash, Rockhampton Hash, and was salvaged at Yeppoon Hash. B1 lost it so Fig Jam has 
been withholding pocket money from the lad as a lesson, B1 has threatened revenge.  GM Chunda said we should be 
careful, it’s our kids who choose our retirement home, but Fig Jam has a younger wife, she’ll do that. Probably next 
week. 
“Has anyone seen his cock…” 
 



Kuntry Gal charged Semen Stains and Fakarwee because Semen Stains bought a shirt tonight and asked Kuntry Girl 
to please put “Semen Stains” on her shirt – but Fakarwee isn’t allowed to do it. 
“If I had the wings of an eagle…”  
 
Ned charged the Hare Fig Jam for a phantom map, Ned was looking for a nice route, paper was blank.  Fig Jam’s 
excuse – he’s too scared of Mammary Stick to show Ned any sort of roots.   
Reverse Charge because Fig Jam had chalked “Ned this way” on a false trail and Ned fell for it. 
“How dumb are these Hasher’s in the circle…” 
 
GM Pounda called out Thunderbox for a charge, for careless Hashing.  He left his personalised stubby holder at 
Simpleton’s run. 
“He’s stupid, he’s stupid…”  
 
Boxy called out Spotty for not wearing Hash attire. GM Pounda said G Spot could have one for doing the whole run. 
“Last night he stayed at home and masturbated…” 
 
GM Pounda called out Wet Spot for technology in the circle, and Vampire for being forgetful last week. 
“These are the women who wear the Hash shoes…”  
 
Returnees: 
Fakarwee and Kuntry Gal have been away for four weeks; Ned was asked how long it’s been since Mammary Stick’s 
come? Apparently she came at Simpleton’s run. 
“Oh where, oh where, oh was you last week….” 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 
Vampire recently, and quietly, celebrated her birthday. 
“Hashy Birthday to you…” 
 
Cheesy’s Challenge soon, just a gentle cycle off somewhere nearby without any hills, 25th June, stay tuned for more 
details. 
 
Our GM Pounda reminded all that if the holder of the plates isn’t able to come to the next run, please call a 
committee member to arrange delivery/collection, contact details on page 1 of every week’s Hash Trash. 
 
NEXT WEEK’S RUN #2028 
RA Chunda’s run, 20 Alawarra Street, Petrie.  Guaranteed to be a flat run. 

 
Well done Fig Jam, a nice bit of bush, spicy meat and cold, cold beer in an unusual location 

with memorable décor. And lots of cider. Go you good thing! 

PHOTOS ON THE LAST 2 PAGES….. 

  



 
The Evidence 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

RA Chunda, Fig Jam, Fakarwee and G Spot, 
four charming gentlemen  

(this is a paid segment) 

 
Gratuitous car shot, people in the way. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Ryvita attempting to climb on the chair to 

stowaway in the Sandman 
Flower demonstrating why she was Australia’s 

favourite letter girl on Wheel of Fortune. 

 

  

An hour after the circle has closed, RA Chunda, 
Kuntry Gal, GM Pounda, fuzzy Sir Boxy and 

Tail, have all forgotten where they live. 

Will the real chef please step forward….  
Thank you Beat-a-Root! 



  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Delicious chilli-con-carne thank you Fig Jam 
(and Beat-a-Root) and a special thanks from 

our Vego for the baked potatoes with coleslaw 
and cheese. Yumm! 

 


